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PAYLOAD AND TRAJECTORY DATA FOR
GSFC NIKE APACHE FIRINGS JANUARY-JUNE
TRACKED BY RADAR
1965
Howard L. Galloway, Jr.
Sounding Rocket Branch




The Nike Apache, a two-stage solid-propellant unguided sounding rocket, is
stabilized by four fins (on each of the two stages) arranged in a cruciform con-
figuration.
A conical transition section bolted to the first stage slip-fits into the nozzle
of the second stage. At first-stage burnout, differential drag forces separate
the stages as no mechanical restraint in the axial direction exists between the
second stage and the transitionassembly. Second-stagc ignitionis normally de-
layed for 16.5 seconds after first-stage burnout in order to reduce aerodynamic
heating and drag in the low-altitude high-density region.
Of 65 Nike Apaches fired from January to June 1965 by Goddard Space
Flight Center, 47 were tracked by radar. Table 1 listspayload and launch data
for these rockets.
Figure 1 shows the four standard drag configurations of Nike Apaches used
by GSFC. Many payloads, however, do not conform to these standards. Fig-
ures 2 through 325 consist of a photograph or sketch of the payload configuration
of each rocket tracked by radar, followed by its radar plots. Neither photographs
nor sketches are available for rockets 14.98 UA, 14.99 UA, and 14.100 UA, which
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Figure 28. 14.27 UA Radar Plot, Altitude vs Horizontal Range
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Figure 56. 14.65 UA Radar Plot, Altitude vs Horizontal Range
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Figure 70. 14.67UA Radar Plot, Altitude vs Horizontal Range
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Figure 71. 14.67UA Radar Plot, South Range vs East Range
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FPS-16 PQ-6 RAW DATA
BEGIN .._END FPQ-6 SMOOTH DATA
/ j:_I"END FPS-16 FILM DATA
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END FPS-16 FILM DATA_ FPS-_
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Figure 119. 14.85 UE Radar Plot, Altitude vs Horizontal Range
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Figure 213. 14.178 GI Radar Plot, Altitude vs Horizontal Range
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Figure 224. 14.180 GI Radar Plot, Horizontal Range vs Time
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Figure 241. 14.182 GI Radar Plot, Altitude vs Horizontal Range
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